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There are no minutes of the previous meeting as the May meeting was 
replaced by a night tour to Metrol and Electrol at F'linders Street. The tour 
was well attended and members who participated expressed a desire to repeat it 
at another time. 

IT.EMS OF INFORMATION 

The following items were received from Jack McLean concerning 
future happenings in the world of Victorian safeworking etc. 

1. To avoid delays to trains having to use the staff exchange boxes 
on the South East line on Saturdays and Sundays, the electric staff system will 
be replaced on these days by staff a,nd ticket. Koo Wee Rup will lock 
Cranbourne-Koo Wee Rup and Koo Wee Rup-Lang Lang staff away in his station safe, 
a$ will Cranbourne who will do the'same with a Dandenong-Cranbourne staff. When 
this has ,been done, the train controller will instruct Lang Lang to release the 
Dandenong-Lang Lang Train Staff. Whilst the only trains at weekends were the 
passenger trains the ES system was satisfactory but with the advent of the week
end sand trains from Koala Siding, the time taken to stop at all staff exchange 
boxes is considerable hence the above arrangements. 

In the long term, Koo Wee Rup will be closed as an electric staff post 
and Cranbourne will be switched out (presumably using the equipment from Lang 
Lang) leaving a long section Dandenong-Lang Lang electric staff. 

A further closure in the South .East will see Nyora closed and the new 
section will be Lang Lang-Korumburra. At first staff & ticket will be used and 
later the electric staff system will return. 

2. It has been approved, I believe, for the replacement of the MES 
between Melton and Parwan Loop, Parwan Loop and Bacchus Marsh, Ballan and Bun 
garee Loop, and Bungaree Loop and Warrenheip with ATC. Aerial wires are not to 
used and the signal circuits will be via the rails. Parwan Loop will be worked 
from Bacchus Marsh and Bungaree Loop worked from warrenheip. The only inter
mediate automatic to be installed is between Bungaree Loop and Warrenheip. 

3. Switching instruments are to be provided at Glenrowan. 

4. Irymple to be closed as a staff station. 
5. Fernbank and .Tinamb~ to be closed completely. 

6. Warracknabeal to have a major track re-arrangement with possiqly 
no platform road. 

7. Camperdown to have Nos 2 & 4 roads, loco and oil sidings removed. 
8. Electric staff on the Toolamba-Echuca to be removed and staff & 

ti~ket provided on the sections Toolamba-Kyabram-Echuca. 

~ q·~ Swan H,ill-Piandl to become one section staff & ticket with no 
We assume that the up home signal at Swan Hill will remain. 
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STANDARD GAUGE TO ROMA STREET 

Work on the Hotel/Office/Shop complex forming part of the Roma Street Transit 
Centre in Brisbane will not be complete until August. However June 21, 1986 
saw the inaugural Standard Gauge train run into the extended platform 1 of 
the station •. The formation comprised the XPT "City of Grafton" arriving 
shortly before 10.30 a.m. However, earlier in the morning, under cover of 
darkness a light locomotive from Yeerongpilly shed made a number of Test 
runs along the single line and over the bridge into Roma Street in an effort 
to test the new signalling and break down rust film on the rails to improve 
track circuit operation. 

Altogether a great deal of money and effort has been expended for what 
amounts to basically two trains a day. Besides the civil and permanent way 
work a deal of signal alteration had to take place at Roma Street, South 
Brisbane and Mayne Panel. A new interlocking was built at South Brisbane 
and is the fourth in Brisbane to be connected to Mayne Panel via a Westing
house S2 Telemetry Micro-processor link. 

The impetus for the work has been the.Expo 1 88 enterprise which has established 
its sit:e ort"'the South bank of the Brisbane River.. The old _i_hterstate station 
site will form-. part of the'·Expo complex. The ·freight facilities have been 
transferred to Acacia Ridge. 

A number of special features have been required in the signalling to conform 
to SRA of NSW requirements which that authority were quite adamant in 
including. Other physical and operating constraints have caused a few other 
odd features. These are outlined below:-

1) Extended overlaps are required for the movement of a Standard Gauge 
train. 

2) Two Stop signals are required to protect a junction for a Standard 
Gauge move. Therefore automatic signal BOll is maintained at red for a 
NSW train until such t~me as RS31 is cleared. 

3) Signals in the exclusive Standard Gauge area are to SRA standards with 
marker lights, lamp proving, etc. 

On the dual portion of line signals are of the Queensland style. The 
controlled signals with Route indicators have the addition of a stencil 
indicator cap~ble of displaying QR or SG dependant upon the route being 
set up, even though a 5 lunar white light junction indicator illuminates 
as necessary. 

4) Signal~ SB6, BOIS and B010 are inhibited from displaying a double 
yellow aspect to a Standard gauge train (this aspect is not available 
in single light colour lights i~ NSW). 

5) SB6 will of course only clear for a train providing points 645 are set 
to the correct route for the gauge of that train and in addition for 
the SG route only if SB4 is also "off". 

6) As is normal in Queensland a single yellow aspect is given with junction 
indicators and as RS34 only gives a maximum yellow it is rare that a 
standard gauge train receives a Green aspect. BOlO and B015 will give 
a green provided the complete route at South Brisbane or Roma Street is 
set ahead and SB3 will shew green providing BOIS is clear. 

7) Half pilot staffs are retained on signals YY29 (the Yeerongpilly starter) 
and SB2 for emergency norking and both are slotted by Clapham box even 
though control is also exercised from Mayne and the whole of the single 
line is displayed there. 

8) The additional rail for each line was placed in the "10 foot" and whilst 
the loading gauge allows a New South Wales and a Queensland train to pass 
one another on t_he bridge and through the tunnel, two New South Wales 
trains are not permitted to pass each other. Interlocking therefore 
exists between Roma Street Relay Room and the new South Brisbane Relay 
Room to prevent this and also to prevent the Signalman setting a Q.R. 
route for a NSW train at either end of the dual formation. The locking 
applied also enforces only like gauge trains across the bridge in 
succession. Thus for instance an _;__up ; standard gauge move. must clear 
SB4 before a Queensland train may depart RS32. 
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9) On the panel at Mayne the standard gauge lines are outlined in red 
(Q,R, lines are in black) whilst dual gauge lines are outlined in black 
with an additional red line outside, 

10) To assist signalmen at Mayne, two pairs of direction arrows are provided 
on the diagram adjacent to the dual gauge portion of line which depict 
the route 'locking in force (either SG or QR). 

11) Platform 1 at Roma Street is not track-circuited, therefore the signal 
affording its protection, RS39, has a fixed red light with a yellow 
shunt under. This may not be cleared without co-operation from the SM 
who has a key-release to the panel. ,For shunting purposes a 10-lever 
covered frame has been provided to operate the siding and run-round 
connections, The release for this frame (860) sets 216 and 211 points 
normal first. 

12) Signal RS34 requires RS32 to be cleared for the bridge before it may 
shew a proceed aspect. The position light shunt G.F. 7 also acts as a 
repeater for RS34 when the frame is closed, clearing automatically w:it·h· · 
34's aspect operating in much the same fashion as a pre-set shunt yet it 
is located before the signal which.clears it, not after. RS31 similarly 
requires RS39 off before it will display a proceed aspect over 211 points 
reverse. Thus in both cases a standard gauge move cannot be left 
straddling the layout. 

13) A down Queensland movement may st1ll enter the platform at South Brisbane 
with either of the Standard gauge routes set at the junction, This 'is 
achieved by employing a warner aspect (flashing yellow) on SB9 once an 
approaching train has timed on 023B track. 
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RUNNING 1r.RAINS BY THIE Tr.BLS AND TRAIN ORDERS 

CANADA 1944 
by Jack !-:cLear: 

Page 59. 

When I started work in Melbourne in ti12.t Insure.nc e Company in 1937, I 
used to visit a second hand book shop in the Eastern Market where I bought 
ancient copies of Railroad Magazine and :cea,:'_ al:. s.:.cut ho.; shots, flimsies, 
g-.:1,ndy dancers, crummies and varnish. I was not t0 k:1ow then that in 1944, I 
would get a free ride throug)l USA and across Canada, with a six-month stopover 
in Edmonton; Alberta, during which I would be able to study first hand, North 
American ways of running trains. 

Over the last forty years, I }:;_ave retained that interest and I nave 
found a number of Australians who have been to Canada and other North American 
countries, and who thought that I shoulci try to explain the methods used there, 
In all that timg, I have not found any t:,ok which tells me how the Nortr-_ Amer
ican version of Train Orders works (or mayb;; r.orksd~ as it is fast disappearing). 
They assume the reader knows the basics,-and i:;hen they explain at great length 
the fascinating, though often obscure, details. Josserand's "The Rights of 
Trains" is such a book, and along with Shaw's nEistory of Railroad Accidents", 
relies on an assumed practical knowledgs ·,·,hich rr;igr:.t come only from -personal 
experience on a railway which does thii:gs this •se..y, 

Just why North American methods should be so different from those in 
use in, say, Britain, could well be the subject of a thesis for a historian, 
a geographer, or these days, a sociologist. Just why Canada, a one time British 
colony, should be so similar to the USA ir~ its •says of running trains, while 
Australia; another onetime British colons, should still be using a lot of Brit
ish methods, could ::e another such subject. 

I trained at the Air Observer• s School in Edmonton between February 
and July 1944. Edmonton, the capital of the Province of Alberta, was (then any
way) the Headquarters of the Alberta District of the Canadian National Railways 

_(CNR). Several Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) lines started (or finished) there 
and it was also the southern end of the Northern Alberta Railway (NAR). The Al
berta District of the CNR was at that ti.'Ile divicied in--c;o two Divisions, one of 
which was the Edmonton Division, totalling a little over 1400 miles (2250 Km) 
of track. This was again divided into a number of Sub-divisions, one of which 
was called Viking, running more or less east of Edmonton from North Edmonton to 
Wainwright, a distance of 123.5-miles (199 Km). On a main line like this, a 
sub-division had probably· once been the c.istance between two "division points" 
that is the stations where engines h3.c. been changed, but in 1944 they probably 
only changed crews there. 

MAP OF J::DMONT'ON ME:A 
SHolllfNClo CNlt TRACKS 

1'41: 

'kino1nft 
e,;!\ar
s.,.s1<al-oon 

1(1./[r;r"l 

Sub-divisions were nominated in the Employees' Time Table (the ETT or sometimes 
the "time card", the equivalent of the Australian working time table) and for 
train r~nning and train orders purposes, were more or less self-contained. 
Generally when a train entered each new sub-division at its "initial station", 
the process of train order working co!IL'.llenced for that sub-division and the 
process was completed when· the train left the sub-division. Usually, exit from 
a sub-division was at the far en5 but sometimes entrances to, and exits from 
a sub-division, took place at an intermediate station or junction. 
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NORTH EDMONTON 
There was an interlocking tower at North Edmonton, probably a frame 

from Saxby and Farmer, and it was, apart from grade crossings between different 
companies' lines, the only interlocking within a circle of 200 miles (320 Km). 
At North Edmonton the· single line from ·the Calder Freight Yard and the double 
line from the Edmonton Passenger Station on the west converged, and the single 
lines to North Battleford etc., Wainwright/Saskatoon and other places diverged 
to the east. The double line between Edmonton and North Edmonton had been form
edt I believe, from the single line of the Grand Trunk Pacific (eastbound track) 
and the single line of the Canadian Northern Railway (westbound track) and in 
1944 the two parallel tracks were still about one chain (20 metres) apart. The 
Ganadian Northern and the Grand Trunk Pacific both went bankrupt about the end 
of vvorld war l and their competing facilities were rationalised to form the 
Canadian National. The Royal 

The Royal Canadian Airforce certainly taught me the basis of aerial 
navigation, most of which I have forgotten, but the hospitable railmen on the 
CNR (and on the other railways) were even more successful in explaining to me 
how to run trains by timetable and train orders, North American style, which was 
at that time almost the only method of train working in the Province. If I have 
forgotten some of the details of the techniques, I certainly will never forget 
their hospitality. 

I refer to them as North American Train Orders because the same basic 
rules were used in Alaska, Canada, USA, Mexico, as weli as several countries in 
Central and South America, American Military Railways overseas, and recently on 
USA-built railways in the North-West of Western Australia. I do not have a CNR 
Rule Book for 1944 but I do have one for 1951 and I know that the differences 
between 1944 and 1951 were minimal. You will find that the rule numbers I have 
used are much the same as those in almost any American style rule book. 

THE VIKING SUBDIVISION 
I flew over the Viking Sub-division now and then, but I was at least as 

interested in observing how No 406 freight (or some such. train) was making out, 
a.a I was in calculating my own Estimated Time of Arrival. Of course, I knew that 
the sooner I got back, the sooner I could go and sit with the Dispatchers at 
the 100th Street Station or maybe make a meeting point with Miss Jones who was 
regrettably quite uninterested in trains, even as things to ride in. 

When visiting the North Edmonton, I used to take the street car to 
avoid walking, sometimes through six inches of snow, and it was probably there 
that I obtained my first ETT. At the Dispatcher's Office, where this curious 
Australian seemed equally welcome, I we.s as much impressed with their ability 
to keep the trains moving along the long stretches of single track as I was with 
their skill. in ·spinning the spittoon from halfway across the room. I have re
produced here some pages of ETT No 32 which was current at that time and 
possibly the one which came from North Edmonton Tower. It shows the stations 
and the distances, and the regular trains on the Viking Sub-division. You will 
notice that the names of some of the stations were in something like alphabeti
cal order. The first of these alphabets started just; out of Winnipeg. Another 
started at Arone. just west of Portage la Prairie. Hawkins, Irma, Jarrow and 
Kinsella. are part of the sixth alphabet but names have come and gone, and some 
of the alphabets are now almost unrecognisable (see figure E). 

The ETT page includes the times of Train No 4, on which I was a passen
ger on 12 July 1944. In my collection of treasures in my archives (which my wife, 
refers to as the junk in the garage), I found not only this ETT but also the ' 
Clearence and the sheaf of Train Orders given to Conductor Waller on No 4 that 
night, and which later on I will try to explain. Part of the t~en current public 
time table is also shown ( figure C). Around 2000 hours on a week night, I often ,~ · 
looked. out for or listened to No 11, an incredible train which left Winnipeg at 
1815 hours Central Time the night before and after it had stopped at over 100 
stations on its 800 miles 1200 Km) journey across the prairies, it was due into 
Edmonton at. 2015 hours Mountain Time. When I was at the Manning Depot (i.e. the 
Borden Park Showgrounds), I had often seen this train howling down the double 
track behind a 51 class Pacific. The train was usually made up of three or four 
baggage cars and maybe two coaches at the rear. The sleeping car had been left 
at Saskatoon. 

A-t North .Edmonton, the trains I might see were No 25 from Calgary via 
Stettler Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 1826 hours, No 11 from Wainwright 
at 2004 hours, No 13 from Calgary via Mirror Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays 
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VIKING SUBDIVISION FOOTNOTES {Continu.d lrom P•g• 4; 
a.tween Clovar Bar and Mlluge 122.4, Rules 501 to !113 apply, Movtrl1ent 

~ !:~~~:1i1:: .!%1
~~":~n

1f:~1:~i~:·fi~t!~·l~c!~J~:.~)r~1ni'.udgmcnt to 

Wn!:'!r!i'":~';1t~"!utte•ri~:~:a,n!u:~::~:1~e~i~;a~::k ';:t,::,~i~!~\1fd~ 
nionton and this tro1ck wlll be kept clear as fara1 possible to permit lb UN,.for 
this purpose. 
I. Engines 50% or over mu1t not operate over Gold Standard Oil Company's 

Spur, Miluoe 0.8. . 
7. Junction switches at Demay Jct., Haight Jct., Tofie!d and Bretvtll• Jct. 

arw In normal po,ltlon when s;et for the Viking Sub, 
Kln1tl1a pit track 1witc~ b in , ormal poslt1on when set for the pit. 
I. Vard Limit Board, art: l0C.11ed H folfows: 

Wainwright _________ -_ 4500 fut we~t cf wut lud 1;witth. 

Klniella. ·-----------1:~ :::l !:e's\ °df ~~tk~~·ltch. 
Ry1•Y---------~------ :~ l::: !,"e~\ °o'tc:H!\:ht~:t~~t•witch. 
Tofield ______________ :~ l!:i ~:,\ 0ire!!!t1~!~l:~1~~h. . 
Deville ................ ::1 :!:: :::.\ ~/!!!t':'~ii:h. 
North EdmOfttan .••. MII••·· 120,1 (lmvlllo Jet,), 

OTHER TRACK$ Mltc11• 
Gold Standard Oil Co....................... 0.1 °'-' Coto\ c. ........................ 111,4 

C1p1city 
10 c.ars 
21 .... 

Conn~cted 
East end. 
Ealt end, 

1 ◄ ,35 21.0.5 
, .. , ... 

"''"" Jl.:50 >o-35 

13-:.14 :,0.1( 

13-1:11 17,51 

12,56 i,,◄• 

Figure B. (Above and left) Portion of 
Employee Time Table No 32. 

at 2040 hours, all Westbound and then 
No 4 for Winnipeg at 2115 hours, No 6 
for North Battleford at 2221 hours and 
No 2 for Winnipeg at 2240 hours. There 
were the occasional regular and extra 
freights but the time card allowed plenty 
of time for me to compare notes with the 
operator on how to run trains. 

AUSTRALIAN CONDITIONS 
I probably explained to him 

how under Australian conditions a train 
like No 11 would be passed along from station to station, perhaps in accordance 
with the electric staff system or maybe our version of train orders. 

Australian orders are generally imperative. They night instruct the 
Driver and Guard of No 11 to proceed from A to C and there meet No 4, and the 
passage through some of the stations would be reported by the signalman (or the 
Guard acting as signalman) to the Train Controller. He would record this infor
mation ON HIS GRAPH and this would influence his decisions and consequent 
further orders. If a tardy No 11 looked like being unable to reach the meeting 
point at C to meet a punctual No 4, the Controller might order No 11 to 11Proceed 
to B, take the siding there meet No 4 and then proceed to C11 • No 4 would be 
given a complimentary order, probably not in the same words, to "Proceed to B, 
hold the main line and then proceed to A". Such an order would be absolute and 
could be altered only on a further order from the Controller. 

As the North Edmonton operator patiently explained them to me, it was 
obvious that Canadian conditions were somewhat different. 
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TRANSCONTINENTAL SERVICE-
WCSTIIOUND-ftLU Do#• EAST■OUNll)-,,"u.• UP 

10 IIEFUl[NCE MA,OKI-PAGE U 

Figure C. Portion of the Fublic T'r of 1944. 

CANADIAN CONDITIONS 

Perhaps one reason for the way Canadians ran trains was the scarcity 
of stations attended for operating ~urposes, those marked (T) for Train Order, 
or ev.en those provided with phones (P). The Canadians also had a reluctance to 
stop trains just to receive operating instructions. For instance, on the 123.5 
miles between North Edmonton and Wainwright, there were only nine Train Order 
stations and none of these except Tofield, was manned continuously. At 2000 hrs. 
Ardrossan came on duty, and at 2100 hrs. Viking, and they both stayed until 0500 
the next day. During the night, these three, Ardrossan, Tofield and Viking were 
the only places on the sub-division from which the Dispatcher would normally 
receive information of the passage of trains, or through which train orders 
could be passed. 
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The operators at Train Order st2.tions recorded passing times of trains in a Time Book, as shown in the CPR. example shown under. 

e, 
ei 

Train 
Initial 

Marqut 

Dot• 

Figure D. Portion of a CP-i ·Time Book. 

Certainly, the Conductor could ring i.n from 2. closed Train Order station or from one of the five other stations which had a phor..e but he would not do so except in an emergency. As I remember, no railways in the area were using radio ·at this time. 
To compensate a li·ttle for the lack of operating personnel at stationst · mo·st of the trains carried at least two crew mewbers in al:iition to the engineer (our driver), the fireman and the conductor (the equivalent of our guard). One was the Head Brakeman whose duties included running ahead of his train as it slowly approached a siding his t·rain was to enter and opening the switch for his train. The other was the Rear End Brakeman who dropped off the rear of the train and closed the switch when the train was in clear in the siding. And vice versa when the train had to leave the siding. The brakemen were also responsible for protecting their train from other trains in compliance with Rule 99, of which more later. 

. The term II siding'' was used to describe a track specifically set aside for side-tracking a train which had to b~ met or passed by another train. It was equivalent in most cases to our "crossing loop 11 • The term "switch" was applied to what·we would call 11 a pair of points". The switch was almost always connected to a switch stand ( see figu.re E) indicating the track for which the switch was set and the switch was unlocked by a "switch key". They, for some reason, have become collectors items. Brerni."le:- ,. :for instance, v;hich will get another mention 

MAIN TRACK SWITCHES 
NOTE: Th,oc di■1r■m1 ■re intended to illustrate the 

colon only. 

YARD SWITCHES,-With or without lamps. 

1kt for Straii:ht track or Set for Div«aina routt 
Lt'ad. 

NORMAL POS!TlON. 

60 

Figure E. Switch stand details, 
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later, only had one long loop siding connected at each end to the main line by 
a "main track switch", to which a switch stand was attached. The ETT shows that 
it would hold 72 cars and there were no "other tracks" nor did it have a tele
phone .• It may have had some small shelter for passengers - Bremner' s population 
in 1944 was given as 75. 

Only in CTC areas, which were then 104. Except where ■witchtendcrs arc sta
tioned, conductors arc responsible for the 
position of switches manually operated by 
them and mcmbcn of their crews. Employees 
arc not relieved of responsibility in properly 
handling switches. 

. rather rare, and at interlockings like North 
Edmonton and a few other.places like Calder 
Freight. Yard would some one other than the 
appropriate member of the traj.n crew attend 
to the switches. This was covered by Rule 104. 

In contrast to the procedure familiar to Australians where the Train 
Controller TOLD crews of trains what they had to do e.g. proceed from A to B, 
the Canadian Dispatcher tended to give train crews a sort of situation.report, 
about say the running of an extra train or the late running of a re.gu.lar train, 
and with this and the fixed information in the ETT, the train crews more oft.en. 
than not, made their own decisions. In between open Train Order stations, who,·· 
would be in a better position to know how far the wayside freight (road.side 
goods) could go to meet the passenger tra,in, than the crew of the wayside 
freight? 

THE EMPLOYEES TIMETABLE 

Crews of trains needed to ·be able to compare ·the times of at least two 
trains easily and so the "time card11 in ·those days was rather a large affair. I 

5. Not more than two times are given for a 
train at any station; where one is i:iven, it is, 
unleu otherwise indicated, the leaving time; 
where two, they are the arrivinir; and leavini: 
times. 

Unless otherwise specified, the time applies: 

On single track-at the switch where an oppo1-
ing train clears; where there 
is no such switch, at the 
station. 

On double, three or more tracks-at the station. 

At terminals-the time of first class trains, and 
also of second class trains desii:• 
nated as passenger trains in the 
time table, applies at the sta- · 
lion; of other trains at the outer 
switch where trains regularly 
enter the yard. 

Schedule meeting or paaaing . atationa are 
indicated by fi&ures in full-faced type. 

6. The followin& 1ymbol1 when uaed in the 
. time table indicate: 

• 
A 
B 
C 
D 
F 

K 

L 
N 
p 
R 
s 
V 

w 
X 
y 
z 

See footnote. 
Arrive. 
Bulletins and train register, 
Fuel. 
Day train order office. 
Flag .atop to receive or discharge 
traffic. 
Standard clock, bulletins and train 
register. 
Leave. 
Night train order· office. 
Telephone. 
Train register. 
Regular stop. 
Station protection signal. On both 
aides of atation name indicates 1i1• 
nala on both aides of station; when 
preceding station name, signal ia 
cast or south of that station; when 
following station name, signal ia 
west or north of that station. 
Water. 
Crouover. 
Wye. 
Y.-d limit qn. 

understand that one of the slang terms for 
them was 11 Horseblanket 11 • The Viking Sub
division page which I have illustrated was 
ten inches down and fifteen inches across. 
It included westward trains read·.ing down on 
the left and eastward trains read'ing up on 
the right, with a central list of stations. 
Henc·e the times of two regular trains which 
met at a station would be shown on the same 
line of type and such meeting points were 
usually shown in bold type face. This was 
explained in Rule 5. Other symbols used in 
ETTs were listed in Rule 6. 

In addition, the schedules of 
trains were arranged in classes - first 
class trains nearest the cent.ral list of 
stations, working outwards through second, 
thi.rd and fourth c.lasses; with.in each class 
the fi.rst train entering the Sab---d,i:v:ision 
was generally shown nearest the centre. 

No 4 and No 11 were both long 
distance passenger trains and were conse
quently were both first class. Some other 
less important passenger trains were second 
class, including the successors to No 11 
and No 12 in later timetables. Mixed trains 
and important freight trains might also be 
second class and most of the other freight 
trains were fourth class, that is if they 
appeared among the regular trains at all. 
Classes of trains had, among other things, 
different privi.leges. at stations.where there 
were Yard Limit Boards, Ills shown in Rule 93. 

93. Within yard limit■ the main track may 
be u■ed clcarinc the time of fir■t and ■econd 
clan train■ at the next ■tation where time: ia 
11hown. Protection against third cla11, fourth 
clan, extra trains and cncine1 ia not required. 

Third crass, fourth class, extra train■ and 
en1ines must move within yard limit■ at yard 
1pecd unless the main track i1 known to be 
clear. 

NOT&:: Where automatic block sianal 1y1tcm rulea are 
in cfrect, uknown to be cle-ar" includn when tracll:: 
i• kllown to be clear by 1i1n•I indication. 

Y cllow lichta must be displayed on yard 
limit 1ign1 from 1unaet to aunrile. 
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· At such stations, third and fourth class trains could only use the main track if they were clear of it before first and second class trains were due there. 

SUPERIORITY OF TRAIJ:1§. 
Just as the Train Controller iE Melbourne would have kept the Bacchus Marsh Coal Train out of the way of ·the I:imboola Bxpress passenger, so unimportant Canadian freight trains avoj_ded delays to more important ones, although the method of doing so was quite different. First 

Olass trains were su]'.)erior to Second 0lsss 
trains and the latter 11 had to keep out f t:C1e way of the former" and so on down to Fourth 
Class trains, as required by Rule 72. 

Extra ·trains normally have no super
iority at all as shown in Rule 73. 

Between trains of the same class, 
inc.luding extras, on single lines, one of 

7 2. Trains of the firat clan are superior to 
~hose of the 5econd; traina of the second claas 
are aupcrior to those of the third; and so on. 

73. Extra train1 are inferior to regular trains. 

72a. (SINGLE TRACK) Trains in the 
direction specified by time table are superior 
to train, of the 11ame class in the opposite 
direction.. 

them was superior by direction, according to 
Rule 72A. The direction in which trains were 
superior was often shown at the top of each 
timetable page, or on the front cover: 11 :East
ward trains - Superior Direction1

'. When trail'ls Southward, the latter was usually the superior 
were described as Northward and 
direction. 

It follows that No 4, for instance, was superior to No 11 by direction. Unless otherwise ordered, No 11 "had to keep o:.1t of the way of" No 4 and if No 4 was running late and No 11 on time, No 11 wc'J.ld have to wait at the timetable meeting point un-til No 4 eventually arrivei 1 c,r c:J.:ne c,ther action was taken. 

THE SCHEDULE OJ!' No 12. 
No 12 was No 11 1 s opposite num·;:,2.r. '.'.'ne two trains were tabled to meet at Vera, Saskatchewan, 198-3 miles (320 Km) east of Edmonton on the Unity Subdivision, Viking's eastern neighbour. No 12 was a first class train in the Super·ior direction - East. In other words, it would not normally have "to keep out of the way of11 any other trains, and would not need to stop anywhere on the Viking Sub-division except for passenge1·s, or it had to wait for time. On the authority of times in the timetab:Le; i.e. the schedule, No 12 could run from North Edmonton to Wainwright without reference to ar:.y othsr a;,;,thority, provided the crew dtd three things: 

(Printed on l•Hn paper) 

NAME OF RAILWAY 
TERMINAL CLEARANCE FORM B 

19 

. Orden for { ....... , ................................ I?.: .2s :. 333 __ ...... .... . . _ .................. . 
your train ....... _ ............................... _ .. (~~ .J:i.i~~ ...... _ . . . . . . . _ ... _. _ .... _ ....... _. 11rc 

······························································································ 

l. The Engineer and Conductor 
obtained a Terminal Clearence 
(l~:Lg:,re F) at North Edmonton, 
either with no orders attach
ed, or with orders which did 
not reduce or restrict its 
authority (Rule 83) • 
2. The Conductor made a check 
of the Train Register (Figure 
G) at North Edmonton, found 
that no superior trains were 

AU trains which arc superior and all traim1 of the same clQH due to arrive and leave, 
have arrived and left exccpt_ .. , ........ ~r-~~~~-'-'~2-~_~t.:.~.<!~.~-~~-• ... -~'?!'.-~'rn) ........ : .. . 
The next train ahead from this; 1tation is ... -~c~~ -~~- ... It left at .... .'~!'::~ ..... ... . 
and arrived at ................ ~~!'~~~':-............. ~t ... ~~e.<1:4:.~t xet) .. 
OK at ...... 1.i~ ................. 1?.'!..~ .. Di:tpat,;her. . ............ :1:1 ~-i~!• ........... Operator 

1 overdue, and passed a copy of 
this information to the Eng
ineer or they both gained th:is 
info::-matior. by a Train Order 
?orrr. W, (Rule 83), and -

This clearance doe• not relieve the conductcr l'.":-om pcr1onaHy chc::k?.n&: the trab rt-&iatcr and knowin1 tMt •11 train, which art 1uptrior to hi1 train have arrived or left. 
When an automatic block ■i1nal 1y1tem ia in operatic,n to the next open train order offi« the information relative to the next train ahead will be omitted, 

13. Conductor■ must rer;i1ter their traint ilt 
the n:t;i1tcr atationa deai&nated for them in the 
time table, but where authorized by time table 
t>r train order a train may pasa a rea;iater 
etation without rea;i1terins when informed by 
train order of the arrival and departure of 
tupcrior train,. When a train ia authoriied tc 
paaa a rei;iatcr atation, and ·an opere.tor i, on 
duty, the conductor muat de:ivcr a reiieter 
ticket to the operator who will reii•tcr the 
train and preac:rve the ticket. Should the -
operator foil to obtain th~ ticket he mu1t not 
enter any information on the train re&itter 
csc:ept ■uch 11.1 may be authorized by· train 
order, 

Unlc11 othcn11i1e pro.,,i;ied, t train muat not 
leave ita initi11.I atation on any 1ubdiviaion, or 
other station■ a■ may be de1i&Il4ted in the 
time table, pasii from double, three or more 
track, to 1ingle track, or from three or more 
tr•clu to double track, until it ha■ becnucer• 
t&incd whether a!l trains due which are 1uperior 
or of the ■ame claas have arrived or left, and 
obtained terminal clearance. 

Unless otherwise provided, a train or en&ine 
muat not enter into nor move in territory where 
traina are operated under train order authority 
until it has been ascertained whether all 
train, due which are superior have arrived or 
left. 
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Figure G - Arrivals page of a Train Register Book. 

3. The Conductor, either personally, or by 
delivering a Register Ticket (Figure H) to 

. the operator, gave details of his train 
enterin~ the Sub-division (at the initial 
station) to be entered in the Departure page 
of the Train Register (Rule 83). 
(Printed Oil pink paper) 

NAME OF RAILWAY 

REGISTER TICKET 

Station ......................................... Date ................................ 19 ........... . 

. Train........................................ Conductor ................. , ..................... . 

Engine..................................... Engineman ...................................... . 

Signals displayed ................................................................................. . 
(as per rule 20) 

Arrived ............ -.............................. . Left ......................................... . 

·Load, ........................ Empticl ................... : ..... Ton■ ...................... . 

Form W-TRAIN ORDER CHECK OF 
TRAINS . 

(1) All auperior tr•in11 
(and train• of the aame cla11) 
duo at 0 
before11,wen liltet1n ?.15a.m, Feb:J:Jnd 
havearr,ved(and IeTtY{orexcept No9'f. 
Thi1 form will be uacd when it i1 deli;;d 

to a;ive a train the Information required by 
rule 83. 

When a auperior train i■ overdue it 
muet be abown on the clearance even thoua;h 
&JI~. 

Above: Form W, Rule 83. 
Left: Figure H. Example of a 

Register Ticket. 

When the train arrived 
at Wainwright, it had to be 
c.hecked out of the Sub
division, by the entering on 
the Arrival page of the Train 
Register there, either per
sonally by the Conductor, or 

by the delivering of a Register Ticket to the o-perator. 

In a similar manner to No 12 lea.ving North Edmonton, the Engineer and 
1Conductor of No 1, at Wainwright, would have been given a Terminal Clearance, 
,the Conductor would have checked the Register for overdue trains, and entered in' 

1the Departure page the details of his train, some two hours earlier. 

Timetable schedules, the authorities 
for regular trains to run, remain in force for 
twelve hours, as shown in Rule 82, and so a 
check of the train register at Wainwright by 
the Conductor of No 1, for instance, would have 
been needed to ensure that the arrival entries 
for both No 4 and No 2 that morning had been 
made, because they were both trains which were 
superior in direction, and they were due to 
have arrived at Wainwright in the twelve hours 

MOVEMENT OF TRAINS AND ENGINES 
112. Time table tchedulea, unleu fulfilled, are 

in effect for twelve hour■ after their time at 
each 1tation. 

·, Re1ular train, twelve hour■ behind either 
their mchedule arriving or leavin& time at any 
atation lote both ri&ht and tchedule, and can 
, thereafter pro«ed only aa authorued by train 
'order. 
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prior to 0500, when No 1 was due to leave. No 3, a train of the same class in 
the same direction would also have to be noted, to ensure that it had actually 
left and was therefore in front of No 1. 

If the first two trains, No 4 and No 12 were shown in the register at 
Wainwright, then the times in the timetable; i.e. the schedule, for No 1 were 
sufficient autho'rity for No l to run from Wainwright to North Edmonton, except 
that No 1 was inferior by direction to No 12 and "would have to keep out of the 
way of" No 12 by taking the siding at Clover Bar, where the times were shown in 
bold typeface, that is if both trains continued to run on time - see graph 1. 

EDMONTON 
Double Line 

NORTH EDMONTON 

CWVER BAR 

BREMNER 

ARDROSSAN 

0730 0230 0900 

SUPERIOR TRAI;NS RUNNING LATE 

If the superior train, No 12, ran late 
and the inferior train, No 1, ran on time, then 
No l would continue to wait at Clover Bar for 
No 12 - see graph 2 - unless the Dispatcher gave 
No 1 some sort of authoirty to move along. This 
would rarely be a direct order to move; more 
probably it would have been in t~e form of a 
time order, see Train Order Form E, such as "No 
12 Eng 5150 will 30 minutes late North Edmonton 
to Wainwright". As will be seen later, this o 
order would have to be signed for by the Conduc
tor and Engineer of No 12 because it reduced the 
authority of the train. It would therefore have 

'.been prepared on li'orm 31 which had provision for 
siptures at the foot (see Rule 210a), 

0730 0800 0830 0900 
EDMONTON 

Double Line 
NORTH EDMONTON z 

0 

ti 
CLOVER BAR 

~r-
i5~ 
QC 

BREMNER !l 
If) 

ARDROSSAN 

' . 
- - ---- --~~----·-·--·---- -

Graph No 1. 

Nol and No 12 meet at 
Clover Bar as per time 
table, 

Form E-TIME ORDERS. 

(1) No 1. En, 401 
run. thirty 30 mins late 
~ to Qand 
twenty 20 mina late 
Q.tok 

This make, the achedule time of the 
train named, between the 1tations deai~ted 
only, a■ much later as stated in the order, and 
any other train receiving the order i1 required 
to run with respect to this later time aa before 
nquired to run with respect to the regular 
IChedule time. The time in tac order llhould 
be IUCh u can be euily added to the IC!lledulc 
time. 

Graph No 2. 
Superior Train No 12 is 
actually running late 
but no "Run Late" Order 
has been issued. No 1 
waits at Clover Bar until 
No 12 arrives. 
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210a. After a 31 train order has been cor
rectly repeated . the conductor of the train 
addressed will read the order aloud to the opera- · 
tor and sign it. The operator will then transmit 
the signature, preceded by the number of the 
order, to the train disp11t.-hcr who will respond 
"complete," with th.: · 1111e and his initials. 
Each operator recdvinil Lins response will then 
write· on the crder the word "complete," the 
time and his last name in full. The operator 
will then deliver a copy for each person ad
dressed to the conductor; the copy for each 
engineman, pilot and snow· plow foreman, if 
any, will be delivered personally by the con
ductor who will require the order to be re:::d 
aloud .for comparison and correct understand
inii;, and will obtain their signatures on his copy. 

In issuing train orders, form 31 must be 
used to restrict the right or schedule of trains 
as follows: 

When a restri~tini:; order is sent to.a train 
at a point not an open train order office; 

When a reatrictinii; order i1 aent to a 
train which has been cleared or of which the 
engine has passed the train order signal in 
proceed indication; · 

When restricting the movement of a 
work extra; 

When restricting trains in making move
ments against the current of traffic; 

When a train carrying passengers is affect
ed, except where there is an automatic 
block 1ignal ayatem in operation, or when 
the operator at the reatricted point haa been 
made a party to the order. 

After being signed for by the Conductor and. Engineer of. the· superior 
train, the Dispatcher would then have given a copy of the order to the inferior 
train to enable it to continue on its journey, and although couched in exactly 
the same words as the order to the superior train, and dictated at the same time, 
it would not have been decreasing the rights of the inferior train put actually 
increasing them, and so it would have been given to tne inferior train on Form 
19 which did not have to be signed for. 

Since about 1962, 31 orders do not appear to have been used in Canada • 
. At the time of which I am writing, the Engineer and Conductor of a superior 
train whose rights were being restricted had to sign the 31 order. This was gen
erally done by the Conductor signing the copy held by the Operator and the Eng
ineer signing the copy held by the Conductor. This process took some time, par
ticularly with long freight trains, and.because there are now (say 1985) very 
few lines without absolute block signals or CTC, on which there are more than 
one class of train, the signing of 19 orders by Conductor and Engineer indepen
dently, seems suffic.ient. 

In my illustration - graph 3 - after the crew of No 12 had signed for 
the 31 Order ORDERING THEM to run thirty minutes later than the times in the 
timetable, then they could not run closer to those times than thirty minutes. 
No 1, having received its copies of the Order (on Form 19) would then know that 
No 12 could not leave North Edmonton earlier than 0812, and so No 1 could con
tinue on its. journey past Clover Bar, pass North Edmonton at about 0800 and 
meet No 12 on the double track between North Edmonton and Edmonton. 

EDMONTON 
Double Line 

NORTH EDMONTON 

CLOVER BAR 

BREMNER 

ARDROSSAN 

0900 

0841 

Graph No 3. 
Superior Train No 12 runs 
late and has signed for a 
"Run Late" Order of 30 
minutes. Inferior Train 
Nol gets a copy of order 
and so has time to reach 
North Edmonton in time to 
clear late running No 1. 

We can now see the importance of Rule 92, that a train must not leave a 
station in advance of its schedule leaving time and also of Rules 2 and 3 which 
stressed the need for a reliable time -i"n~. 

92. A train must not leave a 1tation in ad• 
vance of its schedule leavin& time. 

2. Each conductor, engineman, trainman, 
fireman, yard foreman, yardman, and such 
other employees a1 the Company may direct, 
must carry, while on duty, a reliable railway 

· 1rade watch approved by the proper authority 
and for which there must be a prescribed certi
ficate on file with the desiii;natcd railway officer. 

3. Employeei required to uae railway grade 
watches muat, unless otherwise arranged, sub
mit them to a deli1nated watch inspector for 
comparison and record at intervals of not less 
than twenty and not more than thirty days, 
or at any other time should the variation 
reach thirty seconds. They must not regulate 
them, nor, unless they stop owing to failure to 
wind, set them themselves. 

Watches of conductors, enginemen and 
yard foremen must be compared with a designat
ed standard clock, where provided, before com
mencinii; each day's work. The time and varia
tion must be re1i1tercd on a prescribed form. 
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. INFERIOR TRAIN RUNNING LATE 
A different procedure was followed if 

No 1, the inferior train, ran late, and No 12, 
the superior train, kept to time. When this 
happened, No 12 could more or less ignore the 
meeting point at Clover Bar and continue on, 
knowing that the inferior train, No 1, was ob
liged to be in clear in one of the sidings by 
the time t.he . superior train was timed to leave 
that siding. Rule 89 covers this situation. 

~raph 4 below illustrates the 
situation when the inferior train must keep 
out of the way of the superior. 

89. (SINGLE TRACK) At meeting points 
the inferior train must talce the aiding and 
clear the time of the auperior train not less 
than five minutes, except at schedule meeting 
pointa between train, of the same class where 
the inferior train must clear the main track: 
before the leavini;:; time of the superior train. 

The superior train must atop at schedule 
meetini;:; points with trains of the same class 
unleu switch is properly lined and track clear. 

The inferior train must pull into the siding 
when practicable. If necessary to back in, unless 
otherwise provided, it must first be protected 
a1 prescribed by rule 99. 

0800 0900 
EDMONTON 
Double Line 

NORTH EDMONTON 

OWVER BAR 

BREMNER 

ARDROSSAN 

z 
0 
1= I-
~<ll ec:< 
-!JJ 
0 
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0845 

0754 

Graph No 4. 
Superior train No 12 runs 
on time. Inferior train 
No 1 runs late and so can
not reach the timetable 
meeting point at Clqver 
Bar. If No 1 is running up 
to 18 minutes late, it•may 
take the siding and meet 
No 12 at Bremner; if No 1 
running up to 35 mins. late 
it may take the siding at 
Ardrossan. 

In the meantime, the Engineer and Conductor of No 1 would have had their 
time pieces out, each independently calculating how far they could have gone to 
meet No 12, which they must presume was still running on time. If they could not 
reach Clover Bar by 075'2";°they might, if they were running up to 18 minutes late, 
go to Bremner, or if they were running between 18 and 35 minutes lat, they might 
take the siding at Ardrossan. I have said independently but the Conductor should 
have given, on the electric bell, the communicating signal 16 (m), that is two 
short and one long ring, somewhere between three miles and one mile before the 
chosen meeting point, and the Engineer, if he agreed with this, should have re
sponded on his engine whistle with signal 14 (n), that is one long whistle. 

Rule 90 would then have applied to Train No 12. 
90. The conductor of every pa.-ena;er train "When the expected train of the same class 

muat 1ive communicatina; aicnal 16 (m) be- ( that is No 1) is not found at the schedule 
tween one and three ll\ilea from every 1tation ) 
at which it i• to meet or wait for a train, clear meeting point ( that is at Clover Bar , the 
a auperior train, or to move through a aidina; Superior train must approach all sidings 
orcrouoverwhensoinstructed,Thcengineman (Bremner, Ardrossan and so on) })repared to 
mu1.t make running teat of the brake aa 100n Stop until the expected train is met". This 
a1 practicabli: and then give whistle 1i1nal 14 part of Rule 90 does not appear in my 1951 
(n)in acknowledcment. Should the en1ine- CNR Rule Book, but it does so in the 1944 CPR 
man fail to reapond to 1i1nal 16 (m) aa herein Rule Book, and so I conclude that it was 
preacribed, action muat be taken to atop the applicable to trains on the CNR at the time of 
train before the 1tation ia reached. which I am writing •. 

As No 1 was inferior ONLY BY ·DIRECTION, it would have been sufficient 
for it to be in the clear in the chosen siding by the LEAVING TIME at that siding__ 
for No 12; hence the requirement that No 12 be prepared to stop at the siding 
where No 1 could have been heading in. 

MAKING A POSITIVE MEETING POINT 
The Dispatcher, for some reason, say the 

the lack of suitable sidings for long trains 
may have wanted to insist on two trains meet-
ing at a particular siding, and in that case, 
he would have put out a "Meet Order" such as 
"No 12 Eng 4001 meet No 1 Eng 6024 at Clover 
Bar11

, as in Train Order Form 1:,.. 

Unless otherwise ordered, the inferior 
train had to take the siding and the superior 
train had to hold the main line, irrespective 
of which train arrived first. In the case of 
a meeting point arranged by Train Order Form A, 
neither train could leave until the other had 
arrived. 

Form A-(SINGLE TRACK) 
FIXING MEETING POINTS FOR 
OPPOSING TRAINS. 

(1) No 1. Ent 402 
meet No J_ EnA 401 
at B. 

~!Eng404 
meet No 3 Eng 403 
atl!.., - -

No ill En, 405 
mHt Extra 101 ~ 
at I!., 
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The foregoing doscription of meeting according to timetable concerns 
mainly meeting points between trains of the same class but when trains of dif
ferent classes met, the inferior train had to be in the siding clear of the time 
of the superior train by five minutes. An inferior train, running ahead of a 
superior train, had to be in the siding clear by the time the superior trainwas 
scheduled to leave the siding next in the rear. 

If the inferior train was unable 
to clear the main track as above for an 
opposing superior train, the Head End 
Brakeman had to be ready to protect his 
train in the front. For instance, if No 
406 Freight left Shonts (one of the alpha
betical stations) on time at 1758, with 
ample time to get into the siding clear 
at Ryl,ey five minutes before the leaving 

, time the.r·e of No 11, t:hat is 18 30, and 
then t,he engine of No 406 failed, o.r they 
pulled a drawbar and stopped in mid-section 
the Engineer of No 406 would promptly send 
his Brakeman ahead, having at least five 
minutes to do so, to put torpedoes (det
onators) on the track to stop No 11. 

Most of Rule 99 covered the flag 
ging of trains against their being over
taken, but in the case just mentioned, 
"the front of the train must be prot"ected 
in the same manner when necessary". 

THE TRAIN REGISTER 

99. When a train ia movin& under circum-
1tance1 in which it may be overtaken by an
othl!r train, li&hted fusees must be dropped off 
at proper intervals and such other action 
taken as may be necessary to ensure full 
protection. 

When a train stops under circumstances in 
which it may be overtaken J:>y another .train, a 
flagman must go back immediately with flag
man's signals.a sufficient.distance to•ensute full 
protection, at least: 

In day time, if there is no down 
grade toward train within one mile of 

·. its rear and there is a clear view of it■ 
rear of 2000 yards from an approaching 
train - - - - - • - • - • 1000 yards; 

At other times and places, if there is 
no down grade toward train within one 
mile of its rear • • • • - 1500 yards; 

If there is.a dow.n a;rade toward train 
within one ·mile ofitl r~al'.:.,:>2000 yards: 

The front of a trail! trioit· be·protect~'d;in the 
aame manner when :aeary. 

Rule 83 shows that, among other things, "unless otherwise provided, a 
trairi must not le~ve its Initial Station (i.e. North Edmonton) on any Sub
division ( e.g. Viking) until it has been ascertained whether all trains which 
are Superior or of the same class have arrived and left, and obtai,ned a. Terminal 
Clearance". The "otherwise pro1(ided 11 included the exception shown in the ETT that 
"Trains will not receive a .Terminal Clearance at North Edmonton". However, the 
intention would have been achieved by all trains receiving a Terminal Clearance 
at the Edmonton Passenger Station or at the Calder Freight Yard. Also, for prac;..; 
tical reasons, but apparently not shown in the 1944 ETT, checking the Train Reg
ister and the registering of passenger trains was done at Edmonton, which was 
separated from North Edmonton by 3.1 miles (5Km) of double track. 

The checking of the Train Register was the means by which it could be 
as.certained that all superior trains or those of the same class had arrived and 
left. "Train Registers will be provided at stations designated in the timetable" 
states Rule 83, and "Information will be inscribed therein by Conductors". In 
addition, "when a train is authorised to pass a Register Station and the Oper
ator is on duty, the Conductor must deliver a Register Ticket to the Operator 
who will then register the train". I think that registering by Register Ticket 
was permitted at North Edmonton in 1944, although the authority does not seem to 
have appeared in the ETT until some years later. Conductors of passenger trains 
used cardboard drinking cups to add a little weight to the Ticket and I seem to 
remember picking them up for the operator at North Edmonton after a passenger 
train had passed in a flurry of snow • 

. TRAIN ORDERS 
So far in this description, it would seem possible, even if trains ran 

very late, to run some sort of service without any modification to the timetable 
at all. In America, trains had been running on single lines for several decades 
before the telegraph had been invented, let alone. con.sidered safe enough to use 
for train running, and in those pre-telegraph times, trains were indeed run 
without any modifications to the timetable because the train itself from A to B 
was the fastest way of.getting any message from A to B. · 

However, in addition to the schedules and the information in the time
table showing what should happen when. everything was strictly normal, there was 
a.lwe-ys something running late, not running at all, running to different timing.!!', 
or th&re was something extra. In addition to .the Time Orders (Train Order Form 
E) and the Meet Orders (Form A) m,mtiqned already, a regular train could be 
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cancelled, or as the Canadians would say, annulled (J!'orm K), an Extra Trainmight 
run (Form G), a regular train might be run in two or more (Australians would say 
divisions) sections (Form F), or the superiority might have to be reversed bet
ween two tr13,ins (Form C).Conductors and Engineers were informed of such alter
ations by means of Train Orders, the examples of which shown here are taken from 
the Rule Book. 

Form K ANNULLING A SCHEDULE 
OR A SECTION. 

(1) No 2 (or Second 6) 
due-to leave A. -
March 26th is annulled 
.1_ to z__.--

When it is desired to annul a schedule 
or a section over a portion of a subdivision (2) 
will be used. 

(2) Second 6 due to leave A 
March 26th hil-~ 1mived1.Jt _ff_ 
and i~ annu11ed §.to.£· 
The schedule or 11ection annulled becomes 

void between the atationa named and cannot 
be restored. 

Form K will not.be combined with other 
forms of train order. 

Form F-FOR SECTIONS. 

(1) Enll 423 display sisnals 
and run as First 2 
.,itoZ. -- -

Enl/11 423 and ill display 11itnal11 
and run as Fint and Second 2 
.,i to Z. -- --- -

To be used when the number of the 
engine for which 1ignal1 are displayed ia 
unknowr., and i1 to be followed by (2), 
both bein& ainile order examplea. · 

Form C-(SINGLE TRACK) GIVING 
RIGHT OYER AN OPPOSING TRAIN. 

(1) No I Enlf 401 
haa-;.itht mr No 2 En[l 402 
!!!..to B. - --· 

If the second named train reaches th·e 
point last named before the other 
arrives, it may proceed, keeping clear or- -
the schedule of oppoain& train as re
quired by rule, 

These. examplea ·a:ive ria;ht to the·-train 
firat named over the other train between the 
points named. If the trains meet at either or 
the deaiinated pointa, the firat named train 
mllllt take the aidin& unlcu the order othcrwiae 
prcac:ribet. 

Form G--EXTRA TRAINS. 
(1) EnJi 745 run extra 

A to F. 
(2) Engs 745 and 746 

run astwo extras 
_A to F.-
(2) may be used, when applicable, to•. 
create two (or mor'e) extras. but. when so· 
used must not be combined with any 
other form of order. 

(3) Ena 745 run extra 
A to E. and return to A. 
Ens 745 run extra 
A to F and return to C. 
The extra must go to F before returning. 

(4) Eng 437 run extra 
leaving ~ on Thursday 
March 26th as follows 
with risht over all trains 
(or except first class trains) 
(or all .... ~rd extra trains) 
Leave !!.eleven nought~ 11.01 p.m . 

.£eleven fifteen 11.15 p.m. 
!! eleven ~ 1 I .30 p.m. 
£ eleven t1.!.ft JI .50 p.m . 

Arrive E twelve ten 12.10 a.m. 
This example may be varied by specify. 
ing the character of the extra and the 
particular trains over which the extra 
shall or shall not have right. 
Trains over which the extra is thus 
given right must clear 1 he time of the 
extra as prescribed by the rules. 
Where an extra train is authorized-·to· 

operate at a speed· in cxccas of permiasible 
freiiht train 1peed, (4) muat be uaed when any 
train■ may be met or overtaken. 

The Terminal Clearence which 
I have already mentioned would have list
ed on it all the orders relevant to the 
train entering the SUb-division and the 
numbers of the orders would have been 
dictated to the Operator by the Dis
patcher. One of the pleasant memories of 
my HAAF days in Edmonton was in hanging 
around the Operator•s Office perhaps in 
the dark and sometimes in drifting snow, 
watching Conductors of long distance· 

passenger trains 
I have heard the 

checking their orders against their Clearence and occasionally 
Conductors reading their orders aloud to their Engineers. 

AUTOMATIC _B:LOCK SIGNALS 
There was a reference in the Viking Sub-division footnotes to the use 

of Automatic Block Signals between Clover Bar and the end of the North Edmonton 
Service Track at mileage 122.4. Rule 501 described the signal indications which 
were quite like those we had in Victoria, except of course that the Canadian 
signals were on the right hand side of the track. The remaining rules applied 
to their observance. The "Judgement to be used to prevent delays to first and 
second. class trains", was much the same as the action taken at stations with 
Yard Limit Boards, and more or less consisted of "keeping out of the way 11 in 
much the same manner as if there had been no signals, 
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Usually where there was a junction between two busy Sub-divisions, not at a 
manned static;m such as at Bretville Junction, something more than just imetable 
and Train Orders was called for. At Bretville Junction, where trains for Camrose 
and Calgary left and re-joined the Viking Sub-division, there was a switch-lock 
on the junction switch and for convenience the installation went on to the next 
siding - Clover Bar. · 

The Southern Pacific, over which I had travelled by troop train from 
Los Angeles to Portland, Oregon, in February 1944, had hundreds of miles of ABS 
with hand worked switches locked by electric switch-locks at the numerous sidings. 
The decision to hold the main line, take the siding, or continue on was 11 figered 11 

and Train Orders issued and observed in much the same way as if there had been 
NO SIGNALS there either, although the signal indication was superior to the 
rights of the train when the signal controlled the entrance to a single line 
block, but if all was going as it should have been, no signal indication should 
have ever surprised a train crew. On ABS territory, 31 Orders were considered 
unnecessary- see Rule 21Oa. 

Between Edmonton and South Edmonton on the CPR, where there were a num
ber of local movements including empty cars (equipment) pushed by engines tender 
first, the single line was worked by Webb & Thompson's .miniature electric staff, 
which seemed more popular on the CPR than on the CNR for this purpose. In other 
areas where there were numbers of local movements, the "Manual Block System" was 
used by which trains were advanced from one point to the next on the telephone 
instructions of a central operator. 

(to be continued) 

--oOo--
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S.R.S.V ~ CROSSWORil No 14 

ACROSS compiled bys. McLean 
1. Mary Becker, M.A.. designed 

CR crossing station (7,5) 
7. Go fast, with no coal or 

water stop, to a Ruhr 
destination (4) 

8. The railways of this country 
in Asia merit a visit (4) r-::--t---

,~ 9. Old electric found all over 
the place ( 2) 

10. Initially the cabin worked 
with Langi Logan and Dobies 

11. See 27 Down ( 3) 
12. Chase H.M. round the branch 

terminus (7) 

13, 14, 16. Three sleepers from 
NSW (3,3,3) 

18. 

20. 
22. 

Associated with ba~gage in 
South Australia (4) ( 4 ) 

Speed past a closed station 
Not on Mondays - spoils the 
pattern (2) 

23. ]'ound at Mont Albert and 
Footsc ray ( 4) 

25, Miss West returned by 
sleeping car ( 3) 

26. Underground approach (4) 

27. They accompany soldiers (4) 28. Where Hamlet changed. to a one-car train (6) 

~ 
2. A pointless clue (7) 
3. Apples can be found on this lii1e ( 3) 
4. This clue is double-dutch (9) 
5. A station not on the South

~astern line (7) 

... .. 6 •. Ba~k .. may be scattered round-this 
station (7) 

7. This b~rg is an important statio~ 
near Lubeck (3) 

10. Cane el the morning excursion ( 4) 

12. S-pace nap somehow shows an old 
slee:ping aar (8) 

15. The last word~ (4) 
17. Tank designer (5) 
19. '/li th one engine in, there is no 

need for staff (5) 

21. One might so classify an old 
motorail wagon (4) 

24, Livestock (3) 

27 and, 11 across, Clyde Arnold and I 
atte~ded the meeting (4) 

Solution to Crossword No 13: Across: 1. Compound, 2,, ACN, 9. Ale, 11. Shopper, 
13. LAN, 14. Stop, 15. Cho:p:per, 17. Sli:p:ped, 18. MR, 19, In, 21. Upper, 22. Dee, 
23. ER, 24. Gore, 25. Ardeer, 27. Hutt, 28. SS, 30. HP, 31, Cab, 33, Oxley, 
35. Unusually, 36. RC. 
Down: 1. Chalaki, 2. Mann, 3. PC, 4. On, 5. Dropper, 6. Paper, 7, Ferntree, 
10. LE, 11. Stopper, 12. Hopper, 14. Ship, 15. Clu.."les~ 16. Ed, 18. Iforthyr, 
20. Normsin, 22. Dot, 24. Gully, 26. Esau, 29. Col, 31. CU, 32. BU, 34. XL. 

--oOo--




